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Since We’re 
Working from 
Home, Why Not 
Work Outdoors?
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GLASS

Artaic Introduces Vitreous Glass Sizes with Launch of the 
GLYPH Collection
Artaic has launched the GLYPH Col-
lection, which features playful, com-
municative designs and bright graphic 
icons. The collection takes a modern 
approach to the ancient concept of hi-
eroglyphics, showcasing simple images 
that tell a detailed narrative. Inspired 
by the properties of Artaic’s newest 
innovative tile line, Vitreous Glass in 
1-inch and ½-inch tile sizes, the collec-
tion can be custom fit to any wall, floor,
ceiling, pool or exterior facade.

While all of Artaic’s designs are of-
fered in a wide range of materials, in-
cluding sintered glass, glazed porcelain and natural stone, the GLYPH Collection was developed 
specifically to feature the 1-inch and ½-inch size tile from Vitreous Glass line. This high-quality, 
Italian-styled glass is available in a versatile new geometry that allows for modular capabilities 
and captures beautiful detail.

The collection also offers a color palette with a selection of more than 180 colors. The shades 
can be mixed and blended, making the customization possibilities endless.

“Our Vitreous Glass line featuring the new 1-inch and ½-inch tile sizes is a game changer for 
industry standards, as it allows a more seamless design process than ever before,” said Ted Ac-
worth, Artaic CEO and founder. “Through the GLYPH collection, we are able to expand our offer-
ings with the depth of color choice, while also providing clients an avenue to easily match walls 
to floors and other surfaces to create a stunning modern style that makes any setting a showstop-
per.”
SEATING

Encore Expands Faction Series
Encore has expanded its popular executive and 
task series chairs.

Faction guest models complete the collec-
tion with a well-rounded offering of stackable, 
nestable and training-focused options.

They’re available fully upholstered or in a 
choice of four poly-back colors with multiple arm 
selections in matching hues, and they provide a 
space-saving convenience.

TEXTILES

Unika Vaev Introduces Two New High-Performance Textiles
Unika Vaev is offering two new high performance tex-
tiles, Bubbly and Suede Plush.

Bubbly is a bleach-cleanable fabric woven with propri-
etary yarns from the Bella-Dura brand. The blending of 
a multi-textured boucle yarn surrounded by a complex 
heathered slub yarn allows for elegant depth and a soft 
tactile hand. Bubbly passes 85,000 double rubs and is 
available in six colors.

Suede Plush provides the luxury and softness of a 
high-quality suede. It’s resistant to inks, stains and 
liquids such as red wine and ketchup. Alcohol swabs or 
warm soap and water provide for ease of cleanability. 
Suede Plush is an ideal choice for heavy duty upholstery 
and panel applications while boasting 100,000 Martin-
dale cycles and 16 colors.
SEATING

BodyBilt Launches Pendum
The BodyBilt Pendum is an ideal 
stool for sit/lean environments in 
health care, laboratories, home of-
fices and other settings.

Pendum combines both play 
and function for various types of 
spaces. The 135-degree open hip 
angle helps rock the pelvis forward, 
creating a healthy spinal posture. 
It regains an upright position when 
not in use.

A trumpet-shaped base enhances 
Pendum’s sleek profile. An internal 
counter weight provides self-stabi-
lizing action, while a soft elastomer 
sole grips different types of floor 
surfaces.

Seat height buttons are easily ac-
cessible under the seat. Height is 
controlled by a gas cylinder which is 
hidden by a cylindrical cover to give 
the Pendum a continuous form.

PENDUM
SIT LEAN STOOL
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